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Highest and ordinary “Self”, “Oneness” and
“Voidness of Self”:

A deep look at spirituality!

© Hans Gruber 2020 (Website, Blog and Facebook)
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The contents:

Part I) The large overview

Part II) Closer on the concept "God", the concrete "Awakening
and the "World Awakening”

Part III) The "Stream-Entry" (sotapatti) and the "Ego" centrifugal forces
Including a perspective on “psychopaths in power”

Part IV) The Metta Sutta:
A famous teaching poem of the historical Buddha on the
Unity-Consciousness in the All-Kindness!
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May we all be with the true home, the true protection and the true
power of the universal "Source"!

In detail:

The path of liberation or awakening to the "True Nature"
of all things in a nutshell – and a depth perspective on why most people today
can be relatively easily blindfolded!

PS) All "Dharmic" terms appear in capital letters:
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Old Indian „Greek“ female Buddha statue of the "Gandhara" art style
of the Greco-Indian kingdoms

Part I) The large overview:

1) The three "Immeasurables", "Sublime Abodes", or "Unlimited States", i. e. the
three all-embracing heart-mind qualities of Love, Compassion, and Sympathetic Joy,
require a "Self".
For these three all-embracive inner states mean:
Recognising one's own "Self" in everything!
Thereby, the desire of all others for well-being, for freedom from experienced
suffering, and their experience of joy is deeply shared.

2) The "Highest Self" EQUALS this “Oneness-Realization” in the universal “Sublime
Abodes” of Love, Compassion, and Sympathetic Joy.

3) However, in order not to identify oneself "self-circulatively" with this "Highest
Self", which would subtly bring the "Ego" into play, there is the necessity for the
"Voidness Vision".
A hardly known, but a most central example for that appropriation of the “Highest
Self” by the “Ego” is related to some heads of the “Big Tech” in the American
“Silicon Valley”!
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If interested please read this own, much commented article:

The „All is One“ and the „New World Order“!
How the Indian spirituality of the „All is One“ was turned into a core part of the
„New World Order“ by the heads of „Silicon Valley“

4) A growing "seeing" non-identification or non-reactiveness with the fourth
"Unlimited" quality of "Equanimity" means:

The "Awakening" through the liberating "Wisdom".

5) The belief in "God" "metaphysically" reassures that "Highest Self", thereby
making the latter appear as the "Highest Truth".
The belief in "Satan" "metaphysically" reassures the "Ego", thereby making the latter
appear as the "Highest Truth".

They are two sides of one and the same depth-psychological "mind control" coin!
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6) The increasing vision of the universal "Voidness" of "Self" overcomes both the
belief in a "God" and the belief in a "Satan".
This opens or frees the inner eye of wisdom for the
"Conditioned Arising" of all things!
This overcomes:
All dulling dualisms (as e. g. behind the Corona hoax of "attacking virus" devils; see
this own contribution on it), the blind trust in external "saviours" or "authorities",
especially in the "elite"-serving "government" (from Latin "gubernare mentis" for
"controlling the mental sphere"), the passing on of one´s own individual
responsibility, and the fear of the conditionedly arising death.

Political and “religious” mind control are closely intertwined of old in the occident!
The occult "ritual character" of the "corona agenda" is just one further, and a very
topical example!

7) The "Highest Self" of that “Oneness-Realization” in Love, Compassion and
Sympathetic Joy can serve as the heart-mind bridge to the "Voidness Vision".

Ajahn Buddhadasa: 'Self' that is 'Not-Self'!"
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8) "Oneness" and "Voidness" are the two sides of the authentic coin of the "True
Nature" of all things:
Namely, the "Source"!
This "Source" is the omnipresent "Field" of the all moving energy "Akaasha" together
with the all creating intelligence "Praana"!

The individual human "Luminous Heart-Mind" (pabhassara citta) below our "Surface
Consciousness" – namely, of the sense perceptions of all material and mental
phenomena, the feeling reactions, and the volitional activities – is simply an aspect of
that very "Source"!
This aspect "independent of the body" has preceeded and will succeed life – guided
by the “Natural Law” of “Karma” (literally, “what effects”, including retroacts):

Until we have individually realized our “True Home"!
I. e. until we have fully "awakened"!

Sanskrit "Buddha" means "The Awakened".
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The bottom line:

May the mystical flowers of the liberating insights open up in all "True Humans"
from their individual "Luminous Heart-Mind"!
Dined by the "water" of "yoking" to the "Field" – in many individually different
beautiful "forms" (see this video)!

A verse from the Dhammapada (literally "The Path of the Truth" or "The Path of the
Natural Law", a core work of the Pali Canon):

"The wise don't compare themselves with others:
They feel neither superior, nor inferior, nor equal!
Calmly and unselfishly, they go consistently their own way!"
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Part II) In greater detail on the concept of “God”,
the concrete “Awakening”, and
the “Awakening of the world”:

# The grasping or the control-obsessed "Ego", when “projectively” deified, means the
so-called "Satan".
The "Highest Self" (or the "Oneness Consciousness"), when “projectively” deified,
means the so-called "mystical God".
The mixed ordinary "Self", when “projectively” deified, means the so-called personal
“God" of the Abrahamitic key sources (Torah, Talmud, Bible, Coran, Hadiths).
It has "Satanistic" and "mystical God" sides, which metaphysically justify both the
human egoic and the selfless qualities.
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# These three "religious" projections of "Self" respectively serve as the
"metaphysical" reconfirmation of the negative or the positive "Self"-identification:
Here lies the true reason for their "deep grip" over the subconsciousness of most
human beings.

# It means "mind control" of the most elaborate kind.
It is the "masterpiece" of the (ancient) psychopaths in power:
Disguised as "Abrahamitism":
With its diverse "Monotheistic" or "Satanistic" basic forms!

Abrahamitism keeps the clear majority of human beings on a low, "Self" fixated, and
easily manipulable level of consciousness.
Thereby, it blocks their true inner potential of "Awakening"!

# On the science proving that “mind control” function of Abrahamitism see e. g. the
works of Joseph Atwill together with his colleagues (Caesar´s Messiah: The Roman
Conspiracy to Invent Jesus) or the works of the German Egyptology professor Jan
Assmann (several exist in English translations) on the “construct” of Judaism.

# However, it is not intended to deny that the identification with the "Highest Self",
the "Unity-Consciousness" or the "mystical God" who metaphysically reassures the
latter, leads to a karmically "wholesome" behaviour:
Within (!) the cycle of existence "Samsara" it represents the highest and most blissful
forms of existence:
The sphere of the transient "Gods" or the Light Beings "Devas"!
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# The three cardinal obstacles to the "Stream Entry" (sotapatti), the first
"Definite Stage of Liberation":

1) Manipulability
2) Fixation on external forms
3) The "Deceived View": "This is really a Self!"

# The "Highest Reality" or the "Ultimate Reality" is the universal "Voidness of Self":
It is the flipside of that "Oneness Consciousness", that constitutes the "Highest
Conventional (!) Reality".

# "Self" dissolved in (!) the all or the world is that "Oneness Consciousness". There is
still identification.
"Self" dissolved is that "Voidness Consciousness".
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# The summary ",Self' which is ,Not-Self'" (Ajahn Buddhadasa) highlights perfectly
that possible (!) bridge function of that "Oneness Consciousness" to that fully
awakening "Voidness Consciousness".

# A "Bodhisattva" is a human being truly working for the welfare of the world, by
being deeply anchored in Awakening.
The Bodhisattvas "oscillate" between that "Oneness Consciousness" as the source of
their liberating activity and that "Voidness Consciousness" as the source of their
Awakening.
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Part III) The "Stream-Entry" (sotapatti) and
the "Ego" centrifugal forces

# The omnipresent energetic "field" develops from a certain point on a kind of inner
pulling effect.
The historical Buddha called this point the "Stream Entry" (sotapatti):
The first "Final Stage of Awakening".

# From this point on, the path out of "Samsara," which is always to be understood as
an inner as well as an outer state, is irreversible.
A relapse is here no longer possible, and the "Nirvana" (literally "Extinction" of the
causes of suffering) a temporally foreseeable certainty.

# The "Universal Law" (Dharma) should be illustrated here with a rotating washing
drum or a quickly turning wheel:
The "stream-entry" is that heart-spiritual point, from which the movement "towards"
the all-overlooking (mind) and the all-encompassing (heart), but itself imperturbable
"center" has become stronger than the "Ego" centrifugal forces.

# A human being who has realized this stage is henceforth considered a "True Human
Being" (sappurisa), because they realize their potential for awakening more and more
fully from now on.
Another name for these fully internally realized ones independent of any externality is
"Arya (Sanskrit)" or "Ayya" (Pali), literally "Noble One":
A venerable ancient Indian term (Germanized "Aryan"), which has been reversed into
its opposite in the West.

# Those "Ego" centrifugal forces keep one in conflict or restlessness.
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They "throw" through the "Not-Seeing", the "Thirsts" and the "Inner Compulsions" or
the "Afflictions" (Kilesas – like hatred, greed, envy, being uptight, lie, arrogance, or
self-comparisons etc.) in the rotating "Wheel of Existence" of "Samsara" in an
identificatory, fixating or grasping manner to the "outside".

Climbing the mountain of freedom!
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# "Born psychopaths", who are often in positions of power (see, for example, the
works of Professor Andrzew Lobascewski, here a basic interview on it) also possess a
certain "calmness of mind" or "imperturbability".

But it is not the consequence of the definite overcoming of the inner as well as the
outer "Samsara", as it is the case with those "True Human Beings" or "Aryans".
These have learned to follow the voice of their conscience more and more clearly.

With "born psychopaths" their "peace of mind" or "unwaveringness "follows rather
from the absence of any conscience.
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This makes them masters of deception or lies, who can pursue extremely egoic
purposes with perfect serenity.
For they are not "corrected" by a conscience, empathy or heart.

Speaking with the parable of that rotating drum:
They are in the outermost ring of that rotating drum (representative for extreme
"Ego"), but there within an "isolated bubble."

# Their actions, of course, are not outside of the Karmic Laws and will later have
highly painful individual consequences for them.
But such insights into the “Natural Laws” are not present in the mind of a
psychopath. For their nature is absolutely (!) identical with the "Ego", and therefore
also with megalomania.

# In ancient India, born psychopaths were called "Those without Buddha-nature",
while human beings have "Buddha-nature":
That is, the potential for Awakening.

# The principal concern of psychopaths towards real human beings is the latters´
"collectivist" phasing, control and subjugation.
All great "collectivisms" – whether communism, socialism, fascism, globalism,
technocracy or transhumanism – are basically merely "clever means" of "psychopaths
in power" to realize as far as possible an agenda of domination.
Their common purpose is a synchronized, deindividualized, despiritualized, degraded
or controllable mass (see also the current “Corona Agenda”)!
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III) The "Mettâ-Sutta" –
A famous teaching poem of the historical Buddha on the
Oneness Consciousness in universal Kindness":

A “Dharmic” motto for life from the Buddha´s teachings; and a contemplation for
putting oneself in the mood for a meditation or at its end.

Newly translated from the Systematic Discourses (SN 1,8)
by Hans Gruber

English (from my German translation of the original):
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This should be done by those
who know about the wholesome,
and who see the path of peace:

Be upright and completely open,
but at the same time lenient
in the use of your words!
Avoid all conceit!
Act out of natural modesty!
Outwardly less means inwardly more!

Do not let yourself be overloaded with duties,
Guard simplicity!

Peaceful, wise and skilful in converse,
without an arrogant or demanding character:
Do not do the least thing that your inner
wisdom would disapprove of!
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But the following want with all your heart:
May in joy and in safety all living beings experience well-being!
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All creatures, weak or strong,
without exception;
be they great and mighty,
small and powerless,
visible or invisible, near or far,
already born or yet to be born:
May all be deeply well!

Let no living being deceive another, let no one disparage another, and let no one wish
harm to another out of anger or ill-will!

Just as a mother protects her only child
at the risk of her life, so one should cherish everything which is alive,
with a boundless heart!

In kindness embrace this whole world:
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Above in the skies,
down in the earth, in every direction unlimited, free from hatred or
resentful feelings!

Whether standing or walking,
sitting or lying down,
free from sleepiness:

Nurture in yourself this
heart-mind
contemplation!
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This, you know deep within, truly means
a sublime abiding!

Without losing yourself in fixed views,
with a purified heart or clear-sightedness
and free from tugging desire:

In this way the inner
as well as the outer cycle of existence, “Samsara”,
or suffering
is ending!
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